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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 This Welsh Language Impact Assessment has been prepared by DPP Planning on behalf of Yr 

Hadau Ltd (on behalf of Sero Homes Ltd) in respect of Land at Waun Sterw, Rhydyfro, 

Pontardawe. This report establishes whether the proposed development would have any impact 

on the Welsh Language, particularly in relation the local community and the steps taken to 

mitigate the development.  

1.2 This assessment has been prepared as required to by Policies SP22 and WL1 of Neath Port 

Talbot’s Local Development Plan. Policy SP22 (Welsh Language) requires the Welsh Language to 

be safeguarded and promoted in the language sensitive area of Pontardawe and Policy WL1 

(Development in Language Sensitive Areas) requires proposals in language sensitive areas to 

submit a Language Action Plan to protect, promote and enhance the Welsh Language.  
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2.0 Site Context & Proposed Development 

The Site 

2.1 Parc Hadau is located to the north east of Pontardawe in the village of Rhydyfro. The site forms 

part of a wider allocation within the Neath port Talbot Local Development Plan for housing. The 

allocation totals an area of 3.9 hectares and proposes to deliver 115 homes. This application site 

consists of a 1.45ha piece of scrubland which is accessed from Waun Sterw.  

 

2.2 The site sits up on the eastern side of a valley and falls approximately 10m from its north-east 

corner to the entrance in the south-west. To the east of the site is an ancient woodland, to the 

north is an open field which forms the rest of the allocation. To the west and north west is 

residential development Cwrt Y Waun and Waun Penlan.  

2.3 Rhydyfro Primary School is located to the north west of the site.  

The Wider Context - Pontardawe 

2.4 Pontardawe is a town in the Swansea Valley in south Wales. The community of Pontardawe, 

comprising the electoral wards of Pontardawe and Trebanos, is served by an elected Town 

Council and forms part of the county borough of Neath Port Talbot. Pontardawe first came into 

existence as a settlement at the crossroads of two drovers' tracks, one from Swansea to Brecon, 

and the other from Neath to Llandeilo. Its best-known landmark today is the tall spire of St Peter's 
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church which sits on a high point of the valley floor overlooking the Swansea Canal close to the 

centre of the town.  

2.5 Statistical information is provided as part of the 2011 Census for the Ward of Pontardawe. In 

terms of demographics, at the time of the 2011 Census, the population of Pontardawe Ward was 

5,421 (aged 3 and over). Of this population, 20.14.% (1,092) were able to read, write or speak 

Welsh, while the same figure for the County of Neath Port Talbot was only 10.48%. On a national 

level, this figure was 14.09%. 

2.6 As a result of the fact that the ward where the site is located has not only a greater proportion of 

individuals with an understanding of Welsh than at a County and National level, it is evident that 

the Welsh language forms an important role and feature of the community. Any proposed 

development within this community must wherever possible protect and promote the Welsh 

Language, as well mitigate any negative impacts such a development may introduce.  

The Proposed Development  

2.7 The proposal is for a residential development of circa. 35 homes with associated works, including 

landscaping, highway, and engineering operations at Waun Sterw, Rhydyfro, Pontardawe (LDP 

Allocation H1/27 (part of)).  

2.8 The proposal would deliver 35 units consisting of the following mix of units: 

• 2 bed 3 person flat – 1 home 

• 3 bed 4 person – 10 homes 

• 3 bed 5 person – 24 homes 

• 1 community common room. 

Demographic Implications 

2.9 NPTCBC have calculated the average number of school children/dwelling in thier Planning 

Obligations Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG). Below is an extract from the SPG showing 

the calculation: 

 

2.10 Having regard to the above multipliers, it can be estimated that the proposed development of 35 

dwellings could generate 8 no. children aged 3-11 years; and 6 no. children aged 11-15 years with 

educational requirements but, as per any new development, there will likely be a mix of Welsh 

and English speaking children. 
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Baseline Information 

2.11 As part of one of the main towns within NPTCBC’s area, Pontardawe benefits from a number of 

facilities, including: 

• Primary Schools; 

• Secondary Schools; 

• Community/Public Halls 

• Places of Worhsip; 

• Library; 

• Health Centre/ GP Surgery; 

• Dentist; 

• Convenience Stores; 

• Public House / Club 

• Other non-food shop; 

• Bank / Building Society; 

• Post Office; 

• Café/Takeaway; 

• Sports Pitches; 

• Formal Children’s Plan; 

• Indoor Leisure / swimming pool; 

• Bus Service. 

2.12 In terms of the more local Rhydyfro area (in the absence of any clear boundary for the village, 

this is based on a 800m radius from the centre of the site), the following is available: 

• Rhydyfro Primary School (English); 

• Bus Stops on Commercial Road; 

• Formal children’s play area (accessed from Gellideg); 

• Arch Hall (Community Hall); 

• Post Office and Convenience Store; 

• Ysgol Gynradd Gymraeg Pontardawe; 

• Travellers Well Public House; 

• Pontardawe Golf Club 

2.13 In addition to the above facilities which are available within the Rhos ward, a wider range of 

facilities are available in the adjoining Alltwen and Pontardawe wards which will be easily 

accessible to residents of the proposed development. 
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3.0 Linguistic Context 

National Level 

3.1 From a national perspective the general trend of the number of people living in Wales with an 

ability to speak Welsh has declined over the last century. 

3.2 Encouragingly, however, following devolution and the introduction of the 1993 Welsh Language 

Act, Welsh is being taught more in schools and therefore the number of Welsh speakers stands 

higher than it was in 1991. However, despite this rise, concern continues to be raised over the 

preservation of the language in the future and this has led to it now forming part of the planning 

decision making process, particularly since the introduction of Technical Advice Note 20: The 

Welsh Language – Unitary Development Plans and Planning Controls (2000). This was revised and 

updated in October 2017 – ‘Planning and the Welsh Language’.  

3.3 The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 seeks to improve the social, economic, 

environmental and cultural well-being of Wales. It contains seven well-being goals which certain 

public bodies (including local authorities and National Park authorities) must seek to achieve in 

order to improve well-being both now and in the future. One of the well-being goals iss to create 

“A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language”. 

3.4 Notwithstanding the above, until the undertaking and publication of the 2011 Census, the current 

‘snapshot’ of the Welsh Language on a national level is the number of people who speak Welsh 

has fallen in the past 10 years. It has been thought that migration trends and education might 

lead to an increase in speakers in less traditional Welsh-speaking areas, but the census suggests 

otherwise, with just two areas, Monmouthshire and Cardiff, seeing a percentage increase.  

3.5 The number of Welsh speakers overall has fallen from 582,000 in 2001 to 562,000 in 2011, 

despite an increase in the size of the population. This represents a two percentage point drop -

from 21% to 19% -in the proportion of Welsh speakers. 

County Level 

3.6 At the 2011 Census it was found that 10.48% of the County Borough’s population were either 

able to read, write or speak Welsh. This compares with a comparable figure of 23.25% in the 2001 

Census. 

3.7 According to the Council’s website 17.85% could speak Welsh in 1991 compared to 17.96% in 

2001 and 14.9% in 2011 thus represent a pronounced decline, particularly in the last 10 years. 

The figures also shows a marked reduction in the percentage of Welsh speakers from within 

traditional Welsh speaking communities within the county between 1991 and 2001.  
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Local Level 

3.8 As highlighted earlier in this report, Pontardawe benefits from a higher than average percentage 

of people who speak Welsh when compared to the County and National levels.  

3.9 The following table provides a comparison of the Welsh language skills related data collected by 

the 2011 Census in terms of the Ward in which the site lies, the County Borough of Neath Port 

Talbot, and Wales as a whole.  

Variable 
Pontardawe 
(% of total) 

Neath Port Talbot 
(% of total) 

Wales 
(%of total) 

All usual residents 5,421 139,812 3,063,456 

No skills in Welsh 2,994 (55.2) 105,916 (75.8) 2,263,975 (73.9) 

Can understand 
spoken Welsh Only 

641 (11.8) 8,820 (6.3) 162,859 (5.3) 

Can speak Welsh 1,629 (30) 20,843 (14.9) 568,500 (18.6) 

Can speak but cannot 
read or write Weelsh 

329 (6.1) 3,784 (2.7) 85,605 (2.8) 

Can speak and read 
but cannot write 
Welsh 

201 (3.7) 2,201 (1.6)  45,767 (1.5) 

Can speak, read, and 
write Welsh 

1,092 (20) 14,664 (10.5) 431,759 (14) 

Can speak and other 
combinations of skills 
in Welsh. 

7 (0.1) 194 (0.14 5,369 (0.18 

Can read but cannot 
speak or write Welsh 

108 (2) 2,915 (2) 44,327 (1.45) 

Can read and write 
but cannot speak 
Welsh 

41 (0.8) 1,055 (0.75) 18,742 (0.6) 

Can write but cannot 
speak or read Welsh.  

8 (0.15) 263 (0.19) 5,053 (0.16) 

 

3.10 Over time the number of Welsh speakers at the local level has reduced. The table below 

demonstrates the change from 1991, 2001 and 2011 Census data: 
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Ward 
% Welsh 
Speakers 
in 1991 

% Welsh 
Speakers 
in 2001 

% Welsh 
Speakers 
in 2011 

% Change 
in Welsh 
Speakers 

1991-2001 

% Change 
in Welsh 
Speakers 

2001-2011 

% Change 
in Welsh 
Speakers 

1991-2011 

Pontardawe 42.17 37.40 31 -4.77 -6.4 -11.17 

Neath Port 
Talbot 

17.9 18 15.3 +0.1 -2.7 -2.6 

Wales 18.7 20.8 19 +2.1 -1.8 0.3 

 

3.11 According to the Welsh Language Topic Paper, dated 2013, the decrease is partly down to the 

younger population who are more likely to be able to speak welsh migrating out of the Borough 

and an increase of older population (who don’t have the same linguistic skills) being left and/or 

in-migrating into the Borough. 

3.12 In terms of Education, in 2018, the local Welsh primary School had 289 pupils enrolled with a 

capacity of 359.  

3.13 In terms of local groups and organisations that operate locally through the medium of Welsh, 

they are: 

• Menter Iaith NPT; 

• Merched Y Wawr; 

• Ty’r Gwrhyd (Welsh language centre); 

• Yr Urdd. 

3.14 The Ward benefits from a number of successful and popular Welsh language organisations and 

groups. Each of the above provide different kinds of services to the local community, both in 

Pontardawe and further afield. An extract from the Ty Gwrhyd website states: 

Tŷ’r Gwrhyd ‘s purpose is to act as a one-stop shop for information about Welsh medium 

services in the Swansea and Neath Valleys and to be vibrant community centre for Welsh 

medium social activities, community events and educational programmes for all ages. It also 

houses a Welsh bookshop and the offices of organisations that promote the Welsh language 

locally. 

Organisations, businesses or individuals can hire meeting rooms to host Welsh medium events, 

workshops or parties for children and refreshments and lunch can be provided for those 

attending events throughout the day. There is a free wifi service and a large screen and video 

conferencing facilities are available. Office space is also available for hire for short or long term 

periods. 

Menter Iaith Castell-nedd Port Talbot is based at Tŷ’r Gwrhyd, and the centre supports their 

projects and activities to promote the use of Welsh in the area. Our shop sells Welsh books and 
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resources and regularly attends local events and school fairs.  Local residents are welcome to call 

in for a coffee, cake and a chat in Welsh and we use local businesses to provide all our 

refreshments. 

Classes for Welsh learners are held at the Centre daily  - during the day and the evening -  as well 

as community courses and social activities to support learners. The Menter Iaith holds various 

events for children of all ages, from babies up to age 18, including the monthly Sbri Sadwrn on 

Saturday mornings for children under 7, and Rock School during school holidays for teenagers. 

Academi Hywel Teifi staff organise regular varied educational and cultural events, including 

lectures, talks and book launches, a Welsh medium science club for primary school children, and 

social evenings such as  screening Welsh international football and rugby matches and Welsh 

music gigs.  The Swansea Valley Welsh Book Club and Merched y Wawr, Pontardawe also meet 

at the Centre. 

Summary 

3.15 Whilst it would appear that there has been a decrease in the number of welsh language speakers 

in the area, the ward has a higher percentage figure for most of the data groups. Indeed, the 

percentages of residents who speak Welsh, and who can speak, read and write Welsh are around 

twice that of the County Borough. This would indicate that the Welsh language plays a larger role 

in this ward than for Neath Port Talbot as a whole. This is evidenced by the number and range of 

services provided to the local community through the medium of Welsh. 
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4.0 Language Impact Assessment  

General Impacts 

4.1 It is considered that the proposed development, and the resulting population increase, will have 

a significant positive impact on local shops, services and facilities in terms of helping to support 

and sustain them. 

4.2 Notwithstanding the above, it remains that one of the key issues with regard to the proposed 

development relate to whether the proportion of Welsh speakers will be partly eroded by the 

new development and whether the local schools will have the resources to cope with the 

additional pupils. Both of these issues are considered in further detail below. 

Impacts on School 

4.3 The proposed development falls within the catchment area for Ysgol Gynradd Gymraeg 

Pontardawe and Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg Ystalyfera for Welsh medium education. 

4.4 In terms of local Welsh Language school provision, Ysgol Gynradd Gymraeg Pontardawe lies some 

750 metres to the north of the site. The school is a designated bilingual school, which means that 

Welsh is the main medium of teaching and that English is introduced when pupils reach seven 

years of age. Approximately 52% of pupils come from English-speaking homes. The school has a 

capacity of 359, with 289 on the roll in 2018. 

4.5 The school provides education for pupils between three and 11 years of age. There are 320 pupils 

on roll, which includes a part-time nursery class. The school admits pupils on a full-time basis at 

the beginning of the September following their fourth birthday. Approximately 5.2% of pupils are 

entitled to free school meals, a figure that is much lower than the national average. Eight per 

cent of pupils have additional learning needs, which is also much lower than the national figure. 

4.6 Band A of the Council’s 21st Century Schools Capital Funding Programme comprises 7 schemes, 

2 of these relate to improving Welsh-medium education by providing for new build premises on 

the Ysgol Gymraeg 8 Ystalyfera – Bro Dur north campus site that transform secondary phase 

education and establish primary phase education in an ‘allthough’ Welsh-medium provision for 

pupils aged 3 -18. This scheme secures secondary phase Welsh-medium education in the north 

of the County Borough, including provision for pupils from a neighbouring authority, Powys. The 

north campus development is complemented by a further new build that establishes secondary 

phase education (11-16) in the south of the County Borough. This development addresses 

significant concerns of parents over long travel times to and from Ystalyfera, concerns that 

influence parental decisions when considering opting for primary phase Welshmedium provision.  

4.7 Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council have produced a Welsh in Education Strategic Plan 

2017-2020. This confirms that Welsh-medium education is an integral and essential part of the 

learning offer in Neath Port Talbot. The authority underpins this principle by ensuring universal 
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access to this provision. Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council recognises that language and 

culture are critical parts of an individual's identity and is committed to promoting and celebrating 

Welsh language learning across all phases and sectors. The Plan (WESP) 2017-2020 details how 

they plan to support and further develop Welsh language education in schools and in the wider 

communities and future growth will be planned for. The WESP aligns itself to national policy and 

guidance in order to contribute to the Welsh Government’s aim of achieving a million Welsh 

speakers by 2050.  

4.8 Officers have identified a number of projects that will be submitted to WG to accessing funding 

aimed at delivering capital projects dedicated to supporting and growing the use of the Welsh 

language in education. All proposed projects are aimed at increasing WM provision and 

addressing key WESP priorities such as improved transition between key stages 2 and 3 in specific 

geographical areas.  

4.9 At Ysgol Gynradd Gymraeg Pontardawe, the scheme would seek to enable the school to increase 

capacity and improve current provision by refurbishing a gymnasium area to create a small hall 

and provide 3 extra classrooms, and would also involve the provision of a multi-use play area 

within the school grounds, as well as improvements to early years outdoor learning spaces. 

4.10 The scheme would aim to strengthen WM education in the Pontardawe area, enabling the school 

to further develop as a thriving and sustainable provision which in turn would impact positively 

on the transfer rate from primary to secondary phase, supporting the Council’s Band B proposal 

for further accommodation at YG Ystalyfera –Bro Dur (north campus). 

4.11 Notwithstanding the above, Table 4.8 of NPTCBC’s LDP Welsh Language Topic Paper states that, 

in Pontardawe, the demand for English medium education is 30.8%, the demand for Welsh 

medium education is also 61.5% with 7.7% being undecided. 

4.12 Therefore, based on these percentages, of the 8 primary school aged children and 6 secondary 

school aged children likely to live on the proposed development, 4-5 children will require a place 

at Ysgol Gynradd Gymraeg Pontardawe and 3-4 children will require a place at Ysgol Gyfun 

Gymraeg Ystalyfera.  

4.13 Given the evident current surplus in spaces at both schools, and in light of future improvements 

to the schools through 21st Century School Funding, the development can be accommodated 

without causing harm to welsh medium education.  

4.14 The proposed development, therefore, will assist in supporting and increasing the numbers at 

Ysgol Gynradd Gymraeg Pontardawe and Ysgol Gyfun Ystalyfera-Bro Dur. 

Impact on Local Population 

4.15 The proposed development seeks to provide a total of 35 residential dwellings. The provision of 

these dwellings within Pontardawe may assist in retaining Welsh speakers within the local area 

as the proposed development has been designed to attract and appeal to the local market. 
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4.16 The range of housing options varies from small 2-bed 3-person flat to 3-bed 5-person homes to 

and so will appeal to local people looking to stay in the area thus helping to strengthen the Welsh 

speaking population in Pontardawe. 

4.17 The proposed development, therefore, will have a positive impact on the number of Welsh 

speakers in Pontardawe by enabling them to stay in the area.    

Impact on Community Facilities and Services 

4.18 As outlined above, it is considered that the proposed development will have a significant positive 

impact on local shops, services and facilities in terms of helping to support and sustain them. 

4.19 Furthermore, it is considered that the community building within the scheme could provide a 

space for welsh language activities to take place.     
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5.0 ACTION PLAN 

5.1 LDP Policy WL1 – Developments in Language Sensitive Areas states that residential developments 

for 10 or more developments in an identified language sensitive area, which includes 

Pontardawe, will be required to submit a Welsh Language Action Plan setting out the measures 

to be taken to protect, promote and enhance the Welsh language. 

5.2 Further clarification regarding a WLAP can be found in NPTCBC’s Planning Obligations SPG and 

Development and the Welsh Language SPG which states that there is a need to mitigate the 

negative effects from new development through supporting the use of the language in the local 

community and helping residents of new housing to learn and use the language.     

Action Plan - Schools 

5.3 As previously noted, the development could result in an additional 4-5 children requiring a place 

at Ysgol Gynradd Gymraeg Pontardawe and 3-4 children requiring a place at Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg 

Ystalyfera and as there are surpluses at both Ysgol Gynradd Gymraeg Pontardwe and Ysgol Gyfun 

Gymraeg Ystalyfera – Bro Dur all of the children could receive a Welsh medium education at both 

primary and secondary school and means there is no need for a financial contribution to be made 

with regards to the provision of additional places at the Welsh medium schools that will serve the 

proposed development.         

Action Plan – Street Names 

5.4 The proposed development consists of a single street which will incorporate the name Parc 

Hadau. 

Action Plan – Welcome Pack 

5.5 Sero Homes provides each purchaser with a ‘Welcome pack’ upon completion of the sale of a 

property. This pack includes details of the various features of the house, instructions for the 

various appliances, sustainable travel information and other relevant matters. 

5.6 Therefore, it is proposed to include within this pack details of Welsh language services and groups 

available in and around Pontardawe. These could include: 

• ‘Menter Iaith CNPT’ (for general welsh language events in and around Pontardawe and 

beyond); 

• Mudiad Meithrin, Pontardawe – Sesiwn Ti a Fi (Baby & Toddler Group); 

• Mudiad Meithrin, Pontardawe – Sesiwn Meithrin (Pre-School); 

• Merched Y Wawr; 

• Tyr Gwrhyd; 

• Welsh Book Club. 
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Action Plan – Community Facility 

5.7 There are a number of bodies within Pontardawe that play an active role in promoting the Welsh 

Language – some of which are highlighted above. Again, subject to consultation, it is possible a 

that in lieu of a financial contribution, the community space within the scheme could provide a 

space for events to take place serving this particular area of Pontardawe - be it through ‘Menter 

Iaith CNPT’ or through the activities arranged by the Welsh Language organisation, ’Yr Urdd’ 

Action Plan – Summary 

5.8 The measures proposed above will help protect, promote and enhance the Welsh language as 

the range of housing on offer will enable local people to stay in the area and may even assist in 

reversing the decline in the number of Welsh speakers within Pontardawe by enabling Welsh 

speakers to move back into the area who had previously moved out due to a shortage of suitable 

housing. 

5.9 Furthermore, the ability of both the local Welsh medium primary school and Welsh medium 

secondary school to accommodate all 14-16 of the children from the proposed development that 

will require a Welsh medium education will also have a positive impact on the Welsh language 

and may, again, assist in reversing the decline in the number of Welsh speakers within 

Pontardawe by enabling Welsh speakers to move back into the area who had previously moved 

out due to a shortage of suitable housing.
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6.0 Conclusions  

6.1 Overall, it is considered that the proposed development is unlikely to result in material harm on 

the Welsh language and may actually have a positive impact on the Welsh language by increasing 

the proportion of Welsh speakers in the community. 

6.2 The proposed development will provide a good range of houses that will assist in retaining Welsh 

speakers and may even enable Welsh speakers to move back into the area that had previously 

moved out due to a shortage of suitable housing. 

6.3 In addition, the subsequent increase in the population of Pontardawe will encourage any 

incomers to integrate with the prevailing linguistic character of the local community as both the 

Welsh medium primary school and the Welsh medium secondary school have sufficient surplus 

places to accommodate all 14-16 of the children from the proposed development that will require 

a Welsh medium education. 

6.4 Furthermore, the use of Welsh name for the scheme, the provision of information on the Welsh 

language services and groups available in and around Pontardawe, along with the provision of a 

facility on-site where welsh language sessions could take place will also help to protect, promote 

and enhance the Welsh language as they can be secured through the use of appropriately worded 

planning conditions. 

 


